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In the CMC Success Stories blogs, we write about and interview students and recent
graduates who worked with the Career Management Center to research, connect with and
ultimately be hired by their target employers. Read through their experiences for inspiration
and ideas to move your career path in the right direction.

ANIRRBAN MUKHERJII: THE ROLLER COASTER TO SUCCESS

RELATIONSHIP-BUILDING LEADS TO POSITION WITH DREAM COMPANY

Dec. 12, 2012

On Thanksgiving day Julie-Elizabeth Banner ’12 got a call from Nike officially offering her a 1-year Digital Marketing internship
in the European headquarters in the Netherlands. The offer came after having been passed over for the same internship several
months before. How did Julie turn her initial defeat into a win?

“I realized that even if people say no, it doesn’t mean no forever,” Julie explains. “I stayed in touch and built relationships with the
people there.”

Realizing that she lacked the necessary experience in digital marketing, Julie took specific classes to get that experience — and
kept in touch with her contact at Nike, telling her what she was doing.

“I showed how I was working towards being the perfect fit for their needs,” says Julie. “Then when I came back to them in October and told them I was looking
for a position for January, they worked to find a place for me.”

Building relationships with people within your target company so that they champion you within the company is one of the most effective ways to land the
position you want. Because it requires commitment and a focused long-term approach, many people don’t put in the effort. Julie learned first-hand how
worthwhile this strategy is.

“Someone else can help you make connections within an organization, but the most important part is that once you get in, it’s all up to you,” says Julie. “You
have to be the one to build the relationship. You have to be proactive.”

UNEXPECTED OFFER LEADS TO LAST-MINUTE DECISION

NETWORKING YOUR WAY TO A JOB OFFER

EXTREME CAREER SHIFT: PROFESSIONAL VIOLINIST TO FINANCIAL ANALYST

T-BIRD PRIYANKA BAJAJ ‘12 TO HELP SHAPE THE FUTURE OF PLAY WITH MATTEL

FROM SOCIAL MEDIA STAR TO ASSISTANT BRAND MANAGER WITH HENKEL

MA GRAD SANS FINANCE EXPERIENCE HEADS TO GOLDMAN SACHS

MS STUDENT TO MARKETING DIRECTOR FOR LOCAL SOLAR COMPANY

MA GRAD SNAGS JOB WITH GOOGLE IRELAND

RECENT GRAD IN AFGHANISTAN FOR SINGAPORE ORGANIZATION

ALUM NETWORKS FOR INTERVIEW PRESENTATION HELP

2010 TBIRD USES NETWORK, CMC, ALUMNI TO CLIMB RANKS IN COCA-COLA

RECENT GRAD GETS CONSULTING INTERVIEWS VIA LINKEDIN
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